
Avoiding vendor lock-in with CDMI 
 

 The Cloud Data Management Interface from CSI   
 

Cloud Computing promises cheap commodity computing and decentralized data. The 

new elastic pay-as-you-go paradigm offers new approaches to managing compute tasks in 

the Cloud. Mature hybrid cloud management solutions allow these tasks to be distributed 

across hardware through Virtual Machine technology based on the VMWare and Xen 

standards.  However, the management of data is problematic. Mounting shared drives in 

remote VM infrastructure within VPN contexts would require legal relationships with 

each VM vendor and would negate much of the flexibility of the Cloud model. There are 

solutions to this problem, but because this aspect of the Cloud industry is in its infancy, 

there is a danger of vendor lock-in. SNIA (the Storage Networking Industry Association) 

has given a lot of thought to this problem and has now defined the Cloud Data 

Management Interface (CDMI) standard to permit users to express their data 

requirements and acquire data services in a vendor-neutral manner. 

 

 

Esotera’s CDMI Interface 

 

InfiniDrive from Esotera Secure Storage Solutions is a complete solution for data storage 

for the Cloud that provides next generation security, infinite scalability and disaster 

proofing with negligible maintenance effort. It now offers the open-standards CDMI 

interface to simplify data integration with Cloud management systems.  

 

CDMI allows an organization to request containers of data to particular specifications of 

size and performance and then these containers securely to remotely provisioned Virtual 

Machines. CDMI avoids the use of mounted file drives. All data I/O occurs through the 

network interface of the VM hypervisor and is therefore not susceptible to compromise 

by rogue applications in a multi-tenant VM environment. 

 

 

CDMI requires both data and its meta-

data to be transferred through standard 

http protocol using REST 

(REpresentational State Transfer) 

operations.  

 

Basic File operations operate on 

parameterized URIs. 

 

 POST: Create file  

 GET: Retrieve file  

 PUT: Update file  

 DELETE: Delete file 

 



A complete hierarchical file system with permissions and ownership semantics is visible 

through this interface. HEAD and OPTIONS verbs are used to retrieve metadata and 

validate operations. As this is pure HTTP, existing internet infrastructure such as caches, 

proxies and gateways can be exploited. All metadata, including associations between 

resources is exposed via HTTP headers.  

 

Through REST-based provisioning, Esotera offers full virtualized storage on demand 

over a network. There is no need to purchase storage hardware or even provision it until 

you are ready to begin storing data. You only pay for the amount of storage your data is 

actually consuming.  

 

Esotera implements the complete concepts of CDMI. The underlying storage space 

exposed by the REST interfaces is abstracted using the notion of a container. Not only is 

the container abstraction useful for managing storage space, but it also permits the 

consolidation of meta-data to permit high-level functions such as searching. Esotera also 

provides a Java API that maps the REST protocol to standard file and I/O stream 

semantics. 

 

All data is also accessible through the InfiniDrive File Manager which presents a 

conventional drag & drop graphical interface in any web browser. 

 

 

Esotera also provides Cloud Data Security with SMDP 

 

In addition to providing a vendor-neutral interface for Cloud data storage, the Esotera 

system solves the problem of data privacy for Cloud Computing. This is achieved 

through its Session-Managed Data Privacy (SDMP) components. 

 

Esotera’s virtual file system is based on the concept of hiding the mapping of the file 

entity to its collection of encrypted blocks that are distributed randomly across the Cloud. 

The owner of the data presents an authentication service to any authorized application 

running within a Virtual Machine in a public IaaS facility. The application in the public 

VM uses the CDMI REST services when asking for a file resource, but the Esotera 

system then contacts the authentication service back at the owner’s facility which 

calculates the necessary mapping data to allow the application to build the file.  

 

This eliminates the need for a file mount 

point at the IaaS facility and the 

requirement for the owner to provide 

authentication credentials to that facility 

– giving the owner of the data complete 

control over all file operations occurring 

in remote locations. All file IO is 

essentially conducted over the network 

stack. Applications can therefore run in 

a multi-tenant environment without 



danger of data being compromised by rogue operations in other VMs. 

 

The encrypted blocks of data are fetched or sent quickly in parallel with many high-

bandwidth data centers across the cloud. Only a relatively small amount of mapping data 

is originating at a single point from owner equipment, thus a high-bandwidth connection 

is not required to the owner’s premises. 

 

From the organization’s perspective, SMDP is simply a low-bandwidth component 

within the firewall. The SDMP gateway is conceptually similar to a VPN session 

manager. It manages a secure but low-capacity connection with each Virtual Machine 

instance and provides the capability to instantly defeat data access. 

 

 

Esotera’s CDMI + SDMP: Data Storage for the New Cloud 

 

The combination of the unique architecture of the Esotera file system and the simplicity 

of the CDMI connectivity standard has resulted in a flexible basic building block for 

Cloud Computing. This will usher in a new breed of Cloud applications that are 

inexpensive in their genesis and yet can scale economically on demand. Most 

importantly, Estotera follows the open CDMI standard to permit the interoperability of 

different vendors of secure data storage in the Cloud. 

 


